In this study, the large-eddy simulation (LES) was conducted to investigate the validity of the Reynolds stress <u1'u3'> and turbulent heat flux <u3'T'> modeling within and above the urban canyon under various conditions of thermal stratification. The standard k-model (k-model) failed to reproduce the spatial distribution of the mean wind velocity vector and temperature within the urban canyon as the thermal stratification became unstable. It underestimated the absolute value of the <u1'u3'> and <u3'T'> compared with the LES. From the results of the LES, it was revealed that the production terms of the <u3'T'> by the mean wind velocity gradient P3T(2) and buoyancy effect G3T increased within the urban canyon. The G3T was also increased above the urban canyon, although the P3T(2) was almost negligible. In the modeling of the <u3'T'> of the k-model, these terms are neglected. It is necessary to incorporate the effects of the P3T (2) and G3T in the modeling of the <u3'T'> for the urban canyon flow under thermal stratification.
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. Urban environmental problems such as urban heat island and air pollution have become serious in a weak wind region like an urban canopy. Improvements of the computer performance have made it easier to assess urban environmental problems using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis. In a weak wind region, the buoyancy effect has more influence on the flow than in a strong wind region. It is necessary to consider the buoyancy effect due to the thermal stratification when we conduct the CFD analysis for the urban environmental problems in a weak wind region.
In a few studies, the prediction accuracy of the CFD analysis using the large-eddy simulation (LES) and Reynoldsaveraged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) model was evaluated by comparing with the wind tunnel experiment for urban canyon flow under unstable thermal stratification. However, in these studies, the turbulent momentum and heat transfer mechanism and validity of the Reynolds stress and turbulent heat flux modeling were not investigated.
It is not clear how the thermal stratification affect the turbulent momentum and heat transfer mechanism and the Reynolds stress and turbulent heat flux modeling for urban canyon flow. In this study, we conducted the CFD analysis The eddy viscosity coefficient t, eddy diffusivity coefficient t and turbulent Prandtl number Prt were estimated from the results of the LES and compared with that of the k-model. Within the urban canyon, the t and t of the k-model were much smaller than that of the LES except for in the strong stable case. The Prt varied spatially and was much smaller than 0.9, the value used in the k-model, within the urban canyon. This is one of the reasons why the accuracy of the <u3'T'> decreased in the k-model. The production terms of the <u1'u3'> and <u3'T'> were calculated using the results of the LES. It was revealed that the production terms of the <u3'T'> by the mean wind velocity gradient P3T(2) and buoyancy effect G3T increased compared with the production term by the mean temperature gradient P3T(1) within the urban canyon. The G3T was also increased above the urban canyon, whereas the P3T(2) was almost negligible. In the modeling of the <u3'T'>, the P3T(2) and G3T are neglected. It is necessary to incorporate the effects of P3T(2) and G3T in the modeling of the <u3'T'> of the k-model for urban canyon flow under thermal stratification. 
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